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About Us
The bearing is a mechanical device used in a machine for making two components fix at a 

place without interrupting their independent linear or circular motion. With a line of different 

types bearings, we, Shree Shakti Traders, have come up here. We are offering Ball Bearing, 

Needle Bearing, Roller Bearing, Mechanical Bearing, Custom Mechanical Bearing, Thrust 

Bearing and much more. Procured from some renowned firms, these bearings are widely 

famous for their sturdiness, rust resistant nature and require low lubricant for smooth 

functioning. Apart from this, we are also providing Pillow Blocks and plumber blocks for 

industrial uses.

Established in the year of 1989, we have got immense expertise in Importing, Trading and 

Exporting of Mechanical Bearing, Custom Mechanical Bearing, Thrust Bearing and other 

industrial bearings. We procure our 100% products through imports and sell them in local as 

well as global market. Our exporting covers 20% of the whole business of our company. 

Having the support of our professional, we have been serving our clients since four decades 

and have succeeded in winning their hearts by providing a perfect solution regarding 

bearings.

Quality Assurance
When procuring a device, quality is the main concern of client, therefore we never 

compromise with the quality of offered ball, tapered or thrust bearings. We procure our 

products from reliable vendors who ensure us for the lawlessness of the products. They 

manufacture the items through quality controlling system and inspect each finished item 

thoroughly on the basis of finish, strength, max speed or toughness. Moreover, we also have 

a team of engineers for in-house quality checking process.

We, Shree Shakti Traders, are a well-known name in the market, offering all types of bearings 

including Thrust Bearing, Ball Bearing, Roller Bearing etc. In order to provide you finest 

quality bearing, we procure them from reliable vendors after ensuring their delivery service 

and product quality. Located in Delhi, India, we are making our business in whole India as 

well as overseas. Due to our qualitative products and reliable services, we have made a 

strong position in the global market. Our professionals are working with utmost 

responsibilities and carrying our entity to new heights of success day by day. Moreover, our 

innovative business strategies enhancing our opportunities and enlarging our clientle.
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Our Products

Hiwin Liner Masta Plummer SKF Angular

Plummer Blocks Mcgill Precesion Bearing Pillow Bearings

Self Align Ball Bearings Square Pillow Block Pillow Block Bearing
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Square Plummer Block Plummer Blocks Slewing Bearing

Spherical Roller Thrust Bearing Spherical Roller Bearing SKF Thrust Bearing

Double Row Tapered 
Roller Bearing

Precision Tapered 
Roller Bearing

Ball Thrust Bearing
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Contact Us

79, 2nd Floor, G.B. Road, 
Delhi - 110006, India sst.jain2009@gmail.com
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